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 Chapter 13: RTES OF RECTIONS 
 

I) WHY RE RECTION RTES IMPORTNT? 
 
       It is important for chemists to both know how to predict which reactions will occur (and which will 
not) when materials are combined, and to know how fast those reactions that do occur actually occur. 
Some reactions (thankfully) occur very slowly, such as the conversion of diamond into its more stable 
form (the much less prized graphite). Other reactions such as the corrosion of iron are often very 
slow but can be accelerated by the presence of other materials such as salt or moisture. Still other 
reactions, such as the oxidation of dusts such as sawdust or flour can occur so rapidly as to be able 
to destroy woodshops or grain silos in violent explosions.  
 

Some other examples of why rates of reactions are important: 
                 

WSTE DISPOSL: It's important to know that organic wastes are often decomposed and 
detoxified in natural waters, but if a town's water supply intake is 5 miles down a 2 mph stream 
from a plant discharging effluent into the stream, it's also important to know how fast such 
detoxification occurs. How much of the effluent will be detoxified in the 2 2 hours it takes to 

reach the inlet?          
          

PROCESS SFETY: If a reaction produces heat or gaseous products, it is important that the 
reaction's environment can dissipate the heat or pressure rapidly enough to prevent their 
increasing to dangerous levels. Proper equipment design requires some measure of the rates 
of reactions.   

                 
TMOSPHERIC SCIENCES: Even some systems which appear to be undergoing no change, 
may be rapidly changing. For example, suppose that the rate at which a bath-tub drains 
depends upon the water level in the tub (more water = more pressure = faster draining). If 
water is added to the tub at a constant rate, the tub will initially fill - since the addition rate 
exceeds the drainage rate. But as the tub fills more and more, the drainage rate will increase - 
until it eventually equals the filling rate. t this point the water level will remain constant. It looks 
like nothing is happening- yet this apparent "equilibrium" is really a "steady-state": the balance 
of opposing flows. To determine what level is reached requires an understanding of the input 
and output rates. Many "apparently" static natural systems are such steady states. For 
example, the concentrations of oxygen, nitrogen, ozone, methane, carbon dioxide and so forth 
in the atmosphere are approximately constant - but the atmosphere is not at equilibrium. It is a 
steady state, reflecting the balancing of several production and destruction mechanisms.  

 
BIOCHEMISTRY: Which of the many possible paths a given metabolite chooses in a living 
system depends on the relative rates of its possible reactions. For example, the rate of sugar 
uptake by liver cells is low at low sugar concentrations which can be effectively taken up by 
other cells. But as blood sugar levels rise (like after a meal), the rate of uptake by the liver 
increases, leading to much of the sugar being stored as liver glycogen.  
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II) HOW CAN YOU DESCRIBE THE RATE OF A REACTION? 
 
Everyone has some idea of what is meant by something’s rate - by what it means to be fast or slow. 
But we need a quantitative measure of fast or slow. For motion, one’s average rate is taken to be the 
total distance traveled divided by the total time taken for the journey. R = D/T.  
 

(Note that this tells you nothing about how you may have sped up or slowed down during the 
journey - it just gives you one rate which, if you traveled precisely at for the duration of your 
travel, you would have covered the same distance as you did. The concepts of calculus makes 
sense of the idea of instantaneous speed as the limit of distance traveled divided by time 
taken as the time interval gets smaller and smaller.)  

 
By analogy, the rate of some process, is taken to be how much the process has happened divided by 
the elapsed time. If we assume that we know how to measure elapsed time, we just need to decide 
how we should measure >the amount that something has happened. 

 
For example, consider the following data from an experiment designed to measure the rate at which 
ozone (O3) is destroyed by NO (of importance when jets fly in the stratosphere): 
 

Say that ozone (O3) at a pressure of 1 atm is mixed with NO at a pressure of 1 atm and the 
pressure of O3 is measured at different times after mixing:  

 
      time (sec):     0   .0001  .0003  .0005  .0007  .0009 .0100   .1 
      PO3 (atm):      1.000 .312 .132 .083 .061 .048 .006 .006 
        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Intuitively, it seems like this reaction starts off fast (changing a lot quickly) and then slows down as it 
proceeds. The most common measure of the rate of a reaction is how much the concentration (or 
pressure, in the case of gases) of a reactant (or product) changes in a time interval divided by the 
length of the time interval: 
                                           
                       rate = change in concentration or pressure 
                                     time for change 
 
                       rate = Δ [ ] / Δ t = (moles/liter) / sec or atm/sec 
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If we decide to use the pressure of O3 as a measure of the amount that the reaction has happened. 
Then the rate during each interval will be the change in pressure divided by the elapsed time:   

Time 
(sec) 

0 .0001 .0003 .0005 .0007 .0009 .01 .1 

PO3 
(atm) 

1.000 .312 .132 .083 .061 .048 .006 .006 

 

elapsed t (sec): .0001 .0002 .0002 .0002 .0002 .0091 .0900 

DPO3 (atm) .688 .180 .049 .022 .013 .042 .000 

Rate = DP/Dt 
(atm/sec) 

6880 900 24 110 60 5 0 

 
       

Note:  
1: Measurements at intervals as short as milliseconds are usually done in “flow tubes,” where 
reactants are mixed at some point and then rapidly flow down a tube. Different distances down 
the tube correspond to different times after the start of the reaction, and one can just analyze 
what is found at a given distance to see what is present after a certain time. 

 
2: Pressure or concentration is normally used instead of actual #s of molecules or moles that 
have reacted to avoid having to know the size of system your worried about. The goal is to 
make. The rate independent of the amount of stuff reacting - like the rate of a subway is 
independent of how many people are on it. This is so that, just as to get total amount of 
change, take subway rate * # of people on board, in reactions, total amounts reacted = rate (in 
moles per liter per sec) * amount (liters) you have.)  

 
3: There is not one "rate" of this reaction. The rate starts off high (6880 atm O3/sec) and slows 
down as the reaction progresses until the rate becomes zero (the reaction "stops"). It is 
impossible to speak about "the rate" of this or any a reaction without specifying conditions.  

 
         4: Our definition gives us the average reaction rate over an interval.  The rate at any instant 

can be found by measuring the slope of the tangent line at that point or, in calculus terms, by 
finding the derivative of the graph. The initial slope is referred to as the "initial rate" of the 
reaction.   

            
         5: The reaction stops with still some O3 left. This is very important - although this reaction 

"likes to happen a lot," (i.e., there's much more products than reactants when iut is 'done') it 
doesn't "go to completion." Exactly how far it does go, the "extent of reaction" is the next topic 
of the course.   

         
         6: This is a very simple reaction. There is great interest these days in more complex reactions 

illustrating explosive rates (chain reactions) and even oscillating behavior.  For example, a 
reaction that oscillates between red and blue can be made by combining bromide (Br-), 
bromate (BrO3-), malonate, and a dye which can exist in red or blue forms. While this  
reaction really involves at least 18 reactions, the general idea is: 
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The Br- reacts with the BrO3

- and the malonate to 
produce BrM. This uses up Br-. But Br- inhibits the 
reaction of BrO3

- with the red form of the dye 
which turns it into the blue form. S as Br- goes 
away, BrO3

- + dye -> blue. But the blue form 
reacts with BrM to turn n back into the red form 
and release Br-. But the released Br- inhibits the 
making of more blue. The BrM + blue reaction 
continues until the solution turns red. Eventually, 
the Br- + BrO3- + malonate reaction depletes the 
Br- leading back to the blue color.....  Such 
oscillating reactions may model natural 
oscillations: heartbeats, global temperature levels, 
circadian variation of hormones, menstrual cycles, 
etc. 

 

III) SO HOW FAST DO RECTIONS HAPPEN? 
         
Rates of reaction range from the very slow to the very fast. For some reactions, the time it takes for 
half of the starting materials to react is independent of how much is present. Such reactions are 
conveniently described by their half-lives (t1/2) = the time for 2 of starting material to react. Some 

examples of reaction half-lives include: 
 
           t1/2

*(sec)            reaction 
 
           10-9            MnSO4(aq)  Mn+2 + SO4

-2  (ions dissociating in solution) 
           10-8           Fe+3 + H2O  FeOH+2 + H+ (iron pulling OH off water) 
           10-5         FeOH+2 + H2O  Fe(OH)2

+ + H+  (FeOH pulling a 2nd OH off a second water) 
           10-4             H2S  H+ + HS-   loss of a proton from hydrogen sulfide 
           10-2             H2CO3  CO2 + H2O  dissociation of carbonic acid to CO2 + H2O 
           10-1         CO2 + H2O  H2CO3  association of CO2 + H2O to carbonic acid 
           103             HCO3

-  CO2 + OH-  dissociation of bicarbonate to H+ + CO3-2 
           106             H2P2O7

-2 + 2 H2O  2 HPO4
-3 hydrolysis of detergent phosphate  

           1010            alanine (an amino acid)   decarboxylation (loss of CO2) 
           1012            alanine racemization   (alanine turning into its mirror image) 
                                         

IV) WHAT FCTORS AFFECT THE RATE OF REACTIONS? 
 
While it may sometimes be enough just to know how if a reaction is fast or slow, it's usually of 
interest to know what factors influence the rate. For example: 
 

1) The rate of destruction of stratospheric ozone is of interest - but it varies with  
concentrations of other things in different parts of the atmosphere, temperature (varies with 

season, elevation, cloud cover, etc.), intensity of solar radiation (distance from sun  season), 
etc.  

 
2) One way to stop acidification of New England waters would be to slow down the rate  at 
which Midwestern SO2 is converted into H2SO4. But what factors most influence this rate? 
temperature? sunlight? [SO2] or [OH] or [O3] or [soot]? Something else? 

Br-

BrO3-

M

BrM

red

blue
inhibits
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FOUR FCTORS WHICH USULLY INFLUENCE RECTION RTES: 
 
      A) The nature of the reactants 
         

Reaction rates depend on the extent of division of material. Smaller particles have more 
surface area and so react faster. Gases generally react faster than chemicals in solutions 
which react faster than solids. However, finely divided solids (flour dust, sawdust, lycopodium 
powder) can react so fast as to be explosion hazards (e.g. compare reaction rates of Mg 
ribbon vs Mg powder + H2SO4)    

 
B) The concentrations of reactants 

 
For a given state of division or amount of surface area, the rate of a reaction depends upon 
the [ ]s (concentrations) of the things which are reacting. Usually, rates increase as [ ]s 
increase - but not always. (eg. try dumping Mg from a ruler into 1, .1 and .01M H2SO4) For 
example, let’s see how the rate of the O3 + NO reaction that began this section varies as the  
[ ]'s of O3 and NO change. For gases, it is conventional to measure [ ] as pressures. (Pressure 
is proportional to concentration since P = (n/V)RT = MRT.) Since we have the rates for several 
time intervals, and we can calculate the average concentrations (pressures) PO3 and PNO 
present during each interval:  

      
time interval    0 - .0001 - .0003 - .0005 - .0007 - .0009- .0100  
rate                  6880   900      240       110       60         5        
PO3avg                 .656   .222     .107      .072     .054     .027    
PNOavg                    "         "           "           "           "          "        

               
Now, we want to relate the rate of the reaction during each interval to PO3av and PNOav for that 
interval. Since the rate drops as the pressures drop, maybe rates are proportional to 
pressures. If so, we could write:  

      
             rate = k PO3 PNO     where k = some "rate constant." 
      

If this relationship is true, then rate/(PO3*PNO) = k = a constant which it is (roughly):  
      

rate/PO3PNO       16000  19000   21000   21000    22000     6859    
      
       (Note that other relationships such as rate = k * PO3 * PNO

2 do NOT  yield constants: 
         rate/PO3PNO

2    24000  86000  200000  290000   407000   254000    
      
      Thus our experimental data supports the "rate law:"  
      

                        rate = 21000 PO3 PNO. 
      

This reaction has a relatively simple rate law, others can be more complex. For example, the 
seemingly simple reaction: 2 Fe+3 + 2 I- = 2 Fe+2 + I2 has a rate law of the form:  

 

1  +3]  Fe[

k

3]Fe[  ]I[  k
rate

+

2

+2-
1
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THERE IS GENERALLY NO WAY TO PREDICT THE RATE LAW OF A REACTION. 

RATE LAWS MUST BE DETERMINED EXPERIMENTALLY. 
 

HERE’S A TYPICAL KINETICS PROBLEM: 
 

Determine the rate law of the reaction A + 2B + 3C  D + 3E from the following data (at 
25oC).  

               initial concentrations     initial 
              expt [A]     [B]     [C]        rate (moles /liter/minute) 
           1)   0.1      .1      .1          .0000354 
           2)   0.2      .1      .1           .0001416 
           3)   0.1      .2      .1           .0000177 
           4)   0.1      .1      .2           .0000708 
      

SOLUTION:  
 
      First, assume that the rate law is of the form  

 
rate = k*([A]a)* ([B]b) *([C]c)  

        where:  
              [A]= the concentration of A in moles/liter 
              a= the exponent of [A] in the rate law 
      
      Next. compare the initial rates between experiments where only 1 initial [ ] changes: 
      
       For example, comparing experiments 1 & 2: 
            experiment 1 gives   .0000354 = (.1)a * (.1)b * (.1)c 
            experiment 2 gives   .0001416 = (.2)a * (.1)b * (.1)c 

 
           dividing these equations gives: 
                       0.0000354 = (.1)a * (.1)b * (.1)c 
                       0.0001416 = (.2)a * (.1)b * (.1)c 
                                                         0.25   = (2)a 

              this can be solved for a by taking the log of both sides: 
log(.25)   = log(.5a) = a*log(.5) 

                                   log(.25)/log(.5) = a 
                                                    2        = a 
      
      Repeating this process but using experiment 1 and 3 gives b = -1. 

Repeating this process but using experiment 1 and 4 gives c = 1. 
 

So the overall rate law looks like: 
                      moles /min = k * [A]2 * [B]-1 * [C]1 
      
      You can solve for k by plugging any 1 experiment's data into the rate law. For example, using 
experiment 1: 
                     0.0000354  = k(.1)2(.1)-1(.1) 
                           = k * .01 * 10 * .1 
                           = .01* k 
                  so 0.00354 = k 
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      And the overall rate law is 
              
                 moles /min = .00354 * [A]2 * [B]-1 * [C] 
       

You can now use this to evaluate the rate for any [ ]s of A, B and C. 
 
C) Concentrations of things other than reactants 
 

The rates of chemical reactions are sometimes changed by substances which may be 
recovered, unchanged, after the reaction. Substances which accelerate reactions are called 
catalysts. Substances which decelerate reactions are inhibitors. 

 
        Catalysts: 
 

Catalysts are materials which affect the rate of a reaction even though they do not appear in 
the balanced equation for the reaction. Usually they are briefly consumed during one step of a 
reaction, but are then regenerated by another later step of the overall reaction.  

 
 The goal is to selectively speed up desired reactions without speeding up undesired ones.  

 
Industrial catalysis began in 1904 with the Haber 
process for making ammonia for fertilizer: 

                
Today=s industrial catalysts are a quite varied $1.3billion/yr business. Some of the most 

 important types include: 
                         
            a) the 41% which are used in the oil & coal industries: 

-to crack petroleum to produce higher octane gas for higher compression engines 
              -to catalytically reform straight chain hydrocarbons to still higher octane cyclics  
              -to convert coal to CO+H2 (syngas) and then converting syngas into gasoline (the 

Fisher Tropsch process pioneered by Germany in WW II and today most 
developed by oil-poor South frica.   

 
            b) the 37% which are used in producing 

chemicals, such as when carbon 
monoxide + methanol  acetic 
acid: 

    
c) the 25% which are used in controlling auto emissions.  

 
Most catalytic converters contain  about .05oz or Pt,Pd or Rd (at about $500/oz). The first generation 
(1975) catalysts were designed to oxidize leftover gasoline fumes and CO to CO2 + H2O. In 1981, 
reduction catalysts were added to reduce NOx to N2.  
 

Today’s catalytic convertors run in two stages: 
 
                     Stage 1) run rich in fuel to intentionally make CO which can be used to reduce 
                         NO to N2 (Use mostly Rh but also Pd, Pt, Ru, Co, Ni, Cu, CuO):              
                             2 NO + CO  N2O + CO2 
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                    N2O + CO  N2 + CO2 
                  

At the same time, you want to try and limit the extent of reactions such as  
                              2 NO + 5 H2  2 H2O + 2 NH3 

S + H2  H2S 
                                       
                     Stage 2) add air to oxidize leftover CO & unreacted fuel without oxidizing N2 (generally 

 use Pd, Pt, Ru, Fe2O3, CoO+Cr2O3 that bind & activate O2) 
 

Both stages can be "poisoned" by the Pb in Pb gasoline 
 
          Catalysts are also important in natural systems. lmost all biochemical reactions are sped up by 

(generally) proteinaceous catalysts known as enzymes. Enzymes show amazing diversity in 
their: 

selectivity (which molecules they act on) 
                       specificity (what products they produce) 
                          sensitivity (they operate only within narrow ranges of acidity & temperature) 
                          efficiency (what [ ]s it takes to make them reach their maximum rates) 
                         lifetimes (most enzymes last 5-10hrs) 
              
Many enzymes also use attached water-soluble vitamins as non-proteinaceous "accessories."  Each 
typically catalyzes a specific type of reaction: 
                    vitamin         coenzyme               reaction       
                                                                      
                      B2       FD -- FDH2          
                                                        
                                                                           
                        

niacin       ND+ -- NDH          
                                                                   
                   
 
                      B6             pyridoxyl phosphate            add or remove -NH3 
                                                     
                                                        
                                                                     
       
                      B1             thiamine         
                                      (+ND, FD) 
                       
                      biotin         biotin           
  
 

 
 
 

Folks’ concern over their nutrition has turned supplying vitamins into a 2.4 billion/year industry. 
In addition, the biotechnology industry has made over 200 (of over 2000 known) enzymes 
available commercially & 16 are produced in industrial amounts. (Of these, 59% = proteases 
for use in detergents or cheese making, 28% are carbohydrases such as amylases for turning 
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starches into sugars, and 3% are lipases for cutting fats. 
 
D) Temperature              
 

Most chemical reactions speed up as the temperature increases.  rough rule of thumb is that a 
reaction rate doubles for every 10oC increase in temperature (but this is VERY rough). The 
exact way that reaction rates change with temperature is discussed below.   

                                                                          

V) HOW DO PEOPLE USE RATE LAWS? 
 
1) For a few simple cases, you can use a rate law to get an explicit equation for how [ ]s change over 
time as reaction occurs. Two such cases: 
 

1) If the rate of a reaction is proportional to the concentration of only one thing ([ ]/t = k[ ], 
a 1st order reaction), then the concentration of that at any time t drops exponentially:  
[ ] = [ ]oe-kt.  

 
This means that ln([ ]) = ln([ ]o] – kt, or that a graph of y=ln([ ]) vs x=t is a straight line and 
that the [ ] is cut to ½ of its initial value when t = .693/k. This time is called the “half-life” of 
the reaction. 
 
For example, Sevin is an insecticide used for to control spruce budworm. Sevin degrades 
photolytically (by decomposition by sunlight). The rate law for this reaction is  
 

-dS/dt = .063[S] (expressed as (mol/l)/day) 
 
Say that you know that the initial [Sevin], [S]o = 10-3M, when will it have dropped to10-6 M? 
Well, because Sevin’s decomposition is 1st order, we can write [S] = [S]o e-.063t 
Plugging in [S]o = 10-3 and [S]=10-8 and solving for t gives t = 109 (days) 

 

2) If the rate of a reaction is proportional to the concentration of something squared (-/t = 
k[]2) then 1/[] = 1/[o] + kt. This means that if you plot 1/[] vs t you get a straight line with 
slope = k.  
 
For example, NO2 decomposes to NO + O2: NO2  NO + 1/2 O2 
The rate law for this reaction is:  
   dNO2/dt(min) = 32.5 [NO2]2 
If you start with [NO2] = 5 moles/liter, when it have dropped to 10-4 moles/liter? 
You can write: 1/[NO2] = 1/[NO2]o + 32.5t so 1/10-4 = 1/5 + 32.5t which gives  

t = 308min = 5.1 hrs 
 
Systems with more complex rate laws can be modelled using computer spreadsheets or 
system modelling software (e.g. STELL). 
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VI) WHY DO RECTIONS HVE THE RTE LWS THT THEY HVE? 

         
1) THE WY THT [ ]s OF THINGS PPER REFLECT THE MECHNISM OF THE RECTION: 
 

It is usually assumed that: 
 

a) Even the most complex reactions usually occur through a series of simple, often bi-
molecular, steps.  

 
b) The overall rate of a multi-step reaction is determined by the rate of its slowest step.  

 
c) The rate of each step is proportional to the concentrations of chemicals reacting in 
that step. If a step is A + B  C, then its rate = k * [A] * [B], where k = some rate 
constant. If the slow step is A + A  B, then its rate = k[A][A] = k[A]2.  

 
d) The detailed mechanism, or series of simple steps leading to the overall reaction, 
determines how the rate of a reaction depends on [ ]s. The rate constants k are 
determined by the rate of "reactive collisions" in slowest step. 

 
For example, there are many ways our O3 + NO -> NO2 + O2 reaction could occur. For 
example:  

                 
If the reaction occurred by an O3 bumping into an NO to give O2 + NO2 then you’d 
expect that the rate should depend on the concentrations of both O3 and NO, so 

 rate = k [O3] [NO] 
                 

But if the reaction occurred in 2 steps, with the first being NO + NO  NO2 + O followed 
by a faster step where O + O3   2 O2 then the overall rate would be determined by the 
rate of the slower step, and  

Rate = k [NO]2   
     

It is important to realize that while a given mechanism implies a 

definite rate law, an experimentally determined rate law DOES NOT 

IMPLY a unique mechanism. Rate laws can rule out possible 

mechanisms but cannot prove a certain mechanism to be correct.  
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2) THE VALUE OF  A REACTION’S RATE CONSTANT IS DETERMINED BY THE RATE OF 

"REACTIVE COLLISIONS" IN THE SLOW STEP OF THE MECHANISM.  
 
This rate of reactive collisions depends on three factors: 

           
A) The rate of reactive collisions depends on the total collision rate – which depends on the 
concentrations of colliding things.  
 

In our O3 + NO reaction, the collision rate = (collision/atm NO) x PNO. The kinetic theory 
of gases gives the rate of collision of spheres A and B (per sphere ) with diameters DA 
and DB as: 

 

              
                   DA, DB = diameters in cm                   R= 8.31 x 107 gcm2/sec2mK 
                   M, MB = molecular weights (g/mole)       Na = 6.023 x 1023 
                   [B] = mole/cc 
 

For example, looking at O + NO: 
 
           the collision rate per NO per sec  =  2.38x1014 x [O3] 
             
           So the total collision rate   = collis/NO x #NO = 2.38x1014 * [O3] N [NO] 
                                                   = 2.35 x 1029 x PO3 x PNO 
             

If every collision resulted in a reaction, the collision rate = dN/dt  

                                       = (Nn)/t  

                                       = (NPV/RT)/t  

                                       = (NV/RT) * P/t 

                                       = 2.4 x 1019 * P/t                    
 

          So the rate of change of pressure P/dt would = (2.35x1029/2.4x1019) x PO3 x PNO 
                           =  1010 x PO3 x PNO 
           

           But our experimental data gave P/t = 21000 x PO3 x PNO 
                 
           This means that only 21000 out of 1010 collisions lead to a reaction. 

[B]N
M

1
+

M

18RT

2

D+D
= avogadro

Ba

BA

2
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          B) To cause a reaction, a collision must occur with enough energy and have the right  
 geometry (orientation). The rate of reactive collisions can be written as: 
 

(fraction of collisions with enough energy)  
x (fraction of collisions with OK geometry)  
x (total rate of collisions) 

 
a) The Energy Factor: 

  
         It's generally assumed that it takes some energy to start a reaction happening, that the 
 reactants must "climb an energy hill" to react: 

 
 
                         
      
 
         
Statistical thermodynamics derives the fact 

that at a Kelvin temperature T, the fraction of 

molecules with Energy > any given energy 

Ea is given by:  e-Ea/RT.  This means that a 

rate constant k can be written as =  e-Ea/RT.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Many other relationships between k and T have been used in the past – all with no theoretical 
basis. Some of these have included: 

Date 1850 1862 1881 1883 1893 1898 

Relationship k =  FT (1+GT) k =  eDT k = a + bT2 k = e(B-DT^2)/T k =  TC e-B/T k =  TC e-(B-DT^2)/T) 

 

The activation energy for a given reaction can be obtained from values of its rate 

constant (k)  at two temperatures: 
 
          If you assume  k1 = Ae-Ea/RT1       k2= Ae-Ea/RT2 (where A is independent of temp) 
        Then  k1/k2  = Ae-Ea/RT1/Ae-Ea/RT2  
                = e(-Ea/RT1 + Ea/RT2)  
                = e(Ea/R)(1/T1 - 1/T2) 
         So   ln(k1/k2) = (Ea/R)(1/T1 - 1/T2) 
       
         And  Eα = RT1T2/(T1-T2) ln(k1/k2) 
 
         For our NO + O3  NO2 + O2 reaction, k = 21000 at 298K and k = 25200 at 308K.  
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This means that our reaction’s activation energy is given by: 
 

Ea  = .002(298)(308)/(308-298) ln (25200/21000) = 3.35 kcal/mole 
 
         This means that the fraction of collisions with E>Ea = e(-3350/2x298) = .0036 = .36%    
 
         So the collisions with enough energy = total collisions x .0036 = 3.6 x 1070  
 
         This is still >>>>> 21000, which means that not all collisions with enough energy are 
         “effective.” Only those collisions with E > Ea  and with a good collision geometry are effective. 
               

Since we have 21000 = Ae-Ea/RT  =  A(3.6 x 107), A must = 21000/3.6 x 107 = 5.83 x 10-4. You 
can think of this as the fraction of collisions which have E > Eα that react. 

 
 PROBLEM TO TRY: 
      

Use the following data, obtained at 50oC to determine A and Ea for the reaction in the above 
 problem: 
 
                [A]     [B]      [C]       rate 
                0.1      .1       .1        .0001256 
 
      Use your complete rate law to calculate the rate of the above reaction at 100oC if [A] = 1.5   

[B] = .0023  [C] = .154.                        
 
 


